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Berlin-Karlshorst, 27 September 2022 

 

PRESSINFORMATION 
 
The Museum Berlin-Karlshorst supports museums and archives in Ukraine, drawing 
on its years of experience in working with Ukrainian partners 
 
The Museum Berlin-Karlshorst has been active in various aid programmes since the 
beginning of the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine. It is a major contributor 
to several of these projects and makes use of its extensive experience in building 
contacts and networks. The long-standing exchange with partners in Ukraine enables 
prompt and unbureaucratic aid at eye level in the current war situation. 
 
There is an urgent need to support the protection and safeguarding of archival 
holdings and collections in Ukraine that are threatened by war. This is the purpose of 
the project "Securing documents and archive holdings from Ukrainian partner 
institutions", funded by the Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the 
Media. This is a sub-project of the "Assistance Network for Survivors of Nazi 
Persecution in Ukraine". The Museum Berlin-Karlshorst is coordinating the aid. It is 
supported by Helmut Schmidt University in Hamburg and works together with the 
Network for the Protection of Cultural Property in Ukraine, ICOM, the Federal 
Archives, the Federal Institute for Culture and History of the Germans in Eastern 
Europe (BKGE) and the Arolsen Archives. 
 
The Museum Berlin-Karlshorst is currently in direct contact with 22 Ukrainian 
institutions. 13 museums and 7 archives have already received financial assistance 
totalling around 235,000 euros. Applying for financial support allows the partners to 
decide for themselves which materials and technical resources are most urgently 
needed locally. This includes, above all, support for the digital preservation of archive 
collections, for example, the purchase of technology, but also the provision of 
packaging material and the preparation of storage rooms. Restoration measures are 
also supported. 
 
For example, the City Museum of Local History in Ochthyrka, whose collection had 
been damaged in an air raid, was able to procure important utensils for the 
restoration of vases, clay jugs and paintings. The State Archives of the Poltava 
Region were able to use the funds to finance a dehumidifier and a server, thus 
improving the technology required for the preservation of physical documents in the 
archives as well as the securing of digitalised material. 
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In addition, Ukrainian institutions network with other German partners through the 
Museum Berlin-Karlshorst. One example is the "Museum-digital" platform, which 
provides inventory software for collections. Currently, a Ukrainian and Russian-
language version is being developed that can be used in Ukraine. With "Museum-
digital Ukraine", digitised museum collections can be researched online in the future. 
The existing and newly established joint activities with Ukrainian partners are to be 
continued and serve the mutual exchange of expertise in the long term. 
 
The coordination of aid by the Museum Berlin-Karlshorst is a continuation of the 
partnership cooperation with institutions in Ukraine that has existed for many years. 
This also includes the "National Museum of the History of Ukraine during the Second 
World War" in Kyiv, which is a member of the museum's board of trustees and an 
important project partner. In 2015, for example, the Museum Berlin-Karlshorst took 
over the exhibition "Burning Ukraine", which was opened by the then Ukrainian 
Ambassador Andrej Melnyk. The joint project "June Letters" has existed since 2016; 
a bilingual publication of the same name was recently published. Both exhibitions 
dealt with the history of Ukraine during the Second World War. 
 
The Museum Berlin-Karlshorst will provide ongoing information about the archival 
preservation project. On the one hand in the social networks and in other press 
releases. The next press release will follow in November.   
 
 
Examples of possible visual material on the following pages. 

 

--------------------------------------------- 

Your contact person for queries and requests for additional image material is  
Bianca Schröder (+49 (0)30-501 508 50 / schroeder@museum-karlshorst.de) 
 
If you do not wish to receive further information from us, please send an e-mail to 
kontakt@museum-karlshorst.de. 
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With support from the Museum Berlin-Karlshorst, the City Museum of Local History 
in Ochthyrka restores vases and clay jugs that were damaged during an air raid.  
(Photos: Museum Berlin-Karlshorst) 
 
 
 

     
 

Materials financed by the Museum Berlin-Karlshorst for the restoration of paintings 
in the City Museum of Local History in Ochthyrka. 
(Photos: Museum Berlin-Karlshorst) 
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The State Archive of the Poltava Region has purchased a server and a dehumidifier 
with the support of the Museum Berlin-Karlshorst. The archive is digitising part of its 
holdings and at the same time has to ensure the preservation of physical 
documents. 
(Photos: Museum Berlin-Karlshorst) 
 
 

     
 

With the support of the Museum Berlin-Karlshorst, the Scientific Society of 

Zaporizhzhya has purchased a scanner and several hard drives. Historical 

photographs and other archive material are now efficiently digitised and thus 

protected from destruction.  

(Photos: Museum Berlin-Karlshorst) 

 

 


